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Incompatibility With Other Software â€” When a customer buys an apple product, they enter the Apple
universe. Currently, Android has captured  Moreover, the company can use its strong brand image and rapid
innovation processes to successfully develop and launch new product lines. S Treasury. Lack of Green
Technology â€” Apple is yet to launch products that are created using green technology. Brand name. Figure
2. Formation of strategic partnerships 5. As is always the case with the modern incarnation of Apple, though,
the announcements that truly mattered centered around iOS. So Apple has to depend on its leadership and
employees being so far ahead of the curve that the slower release schedule still results in Apple leading the
market. On top of this, Apple is in the business of running licensing agreements for its content sales, including
iBooks, iTunes , Apple Music, and the App Store. Additionally, Nintendo is bringing a new game, Mario Run,
to iPhone â€” combining the Apple name with the well known and iconic game face of Nintendo. As a user
both are very welcome; strategically, both features follow from the fact that Apple makes money on its
hardware, while companies like Google, Facebook, and other online businesses rely on advertising and the
collection of data. This SWOT report is ideal for case studies. Market Penetration â€” There has been a
significant change in market penetration by other brands in the smartphone market. Lack of innovation 1. In
the smartphone market, Apple competes with big names like Samsung and the entire Android market. Apple is
also facing issues in China in terms of getting approval from authorities to publish new games to the App
Store. Solid financial position of the business 5. The products are priced for middle and high-income
consumers. Apple Inc. Move into other computer or media product spaces that are not served well. Apple:
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats A quick look inside the business of the everything-"i" maker.
The following business weaknesses are the most notable in the case of Apple: Limited distribution network
High selling prices Dependence of sales on high-end market segments Apple Inc. Figure 1. Such innovation
reduces the adverse effects of imitation on revenues. An expanded distribution network can help Apple reach
more customers in the global market. For example, the company carefully selects the authorized sellers of its
products.


